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Want to cut locks but think you don’ve ever dreamed of becoming a painter, a sculptor, or ahome
decorator, you can slice hair. Cutting hair at home will allow you tosave money, be creative, and
do something nice for all your family members.t have the skill? If you love sewing, drawing,
orcraft projects, you can cut locks. This book is made to help youdiscover your inner artist,
conveniently enhancing your loved one’shairstyles while trimming big bucks off your family
budget. Haircutting For Dummies is usually for people who wish to cuttheir family and friends'
hair, in addition to those people who are enteringthe field of cosmetology. Ifyou’ll observe how
to:Prepare men’re seeking to become a licensed stylist, this bookwill show you how to do simple
trims and styles while giving yourown creativeness space to roam. haircuttingtrustFeaturing
detailed illustrations and model shots, tips onmaintaining your personal haircut between salon
appointments, andspecial information on cutting kids’If you’s and friends’s locks for
cuttingCreate short, mid-size, and long stylesChoose and look after your reducing toolsApply
advanced haircutting techniquesSeek a profession in reducing hairIn this easy-to-follow
instruction, you’ll find step-by-stepinstructions for the latest short, medium, and longer
hairstyles aswell as even more involved techniques such as for example notching and
texturing.You get plenty of professional advice in making use of your tools, followinglengths
and angles, and creating show-stopping styles, as well asproven assistance in how exactly to:Cut
and style straight, curly, or kinky hairGive the perfect shampooJudge the texture, strength, and
health of hairHandle bangs, layers, and sliced hairUse a blow dryer, curling iron, and flat
ironPump up the volume and fight the frizziesWin your family’s and females’ You’s hair,
Haircutting ForDummies will have you achieving salon- or barbershop-qualityresults on all sorts
of hair!
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I would recommend it for parents It's very detailed, but also complicated. Easy to check out
instructions.as a beginner, I believe there aren't enough pictures and/or diagrams to illustrate
the instructions and techniques. I haven't attempted to cut my very own hair however, and kinda
question that I will.I like the step-by-step instructions, and the author's witty composing, but
think it might be more helpful to have photos to go with the vocabulary. Good as an introduction
to home hair-cutting I wish there were more photos and less collection drawings for the
guidelines. This has been better as an introduction to the principles, the instructions for the real
haircuts (about a third of the publication) are too complicated rather than well-illustrated.300+
pages of crap. It's served its purpose generally in getting me confident enough to take scissors
and clippers to myself and others without any disasters. I like the step-by-step instructions I
have been "slicing" my family's hair for a long time, and hoped this publication would help me
figure out how to take it up a notch. But easily did, this book has a lot of pointers and
suggestions. I probably wouldn't have bought this publication if I'd been . Good book, needed
more pictures The writer obviously understands what she's discussing but some of the
directions are a little tough to check out - needed more pictures of these steps. Too complicated
and full of nonsense the typical mom who would like to cut her own locks or kids hair does not
need to know. I probably wouldn't have obtained this publication if I'd been able to flip through
it in a bookstore... I think these drawings are more beneficial for professionals. The section on
cutting children's hair seems extremely good, therefore i would unquestionably recommend it if
you are a parent and need to cut your kid's hair. Not worth it.. Too many pages telling you why
you purchased the book. Disappointed I cut my husband's hair, and was looking for some good
direction for trimming and blending the back of mens hair, especially neckline and around the
ears. 3 webpages of useful info...!The book contains mostly drawings of cutting guides and how
you should part the hair to accomplish the cutting.. And although there are a couple of drawings
of the things I think will be most useful (described above), they do not happen of photos (or
series of photos) in fact showing how it really is done. I've liked other "Dummies" books, but
Personally i think like I wasted my money upon this one.While I did get one great suggestion
from it, this book isn't that helpful for people at home cutting their family's hair. The few photos
that are included are of completed styles.. Good haircutting tips I bought this publication
because I wanted to learn how exactly to cut my own hair since We am handicappedand it is
tough for me to go to a beauty salon. I read the book and it's directions are easy to check out.If
you trim your children's hair it has might great tips for us do it at homer's. Although that's
probably the nature of locks cutting rather than the fault of the book.I am happy with this
purchase Five Stars thought I'd learn more about cutting my own hair than others. Five Stars
Very useful book Five Stars Great read!how the hands are positioned, the way the scissors are
positioned, the way the hair is in fact held, what direction to cut in, and so on. This is a great
book for your 12 year older who wants to slice the locks of the aged dolls that are ready for the
trash anyhow. This book could have been ever therefore much better if there have been photos
of actual hair cutting... But I bought it for under a dollar, so how much can I really complain?
Simply get a video free of charge on YouTube. From the 334 pages I actually found 3 pages with
useful information.! I gathered more useful (what things to NOT do) techniques from viewing
haircutters totally destroy my hair.
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